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Part 1 - Q3 2018 in review
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Q3 Winners & Losers: bitcoin is resisting the bear market
●

Crypto markets were moderately down, -15.2%. Bitcoin outperformed, +
3.3%, on renewed ETF speculations whereas ether, -50%, suffered from
the collapse of the ICO complex.

●

Bitcoin dominance surged to a year high of 57% in September from a low
of 36% during the Consensus conference in May.

●

The poor performance of Bitcoin Cash, -31%, raised concerns regarding
the IPO of Bitmain, which owns more than 1mln BCH.

●

The Coinbase effect has retreated with Ethereum Classic down 30% on
the quarter despite being listed on the platform.

Large Cap

Q3 return

BTC

3.30%

ETH

-50.48%

XRP

4.27%

BCH

-30.91%

EOS

-28.82%

Market

-15.23%

Source: CoinMarketCap

●

The top two performers, Stellar and Ripple, are both non-minable coins
which are not exposed to natural mining selling flows.
Top 20 best performers

Mining supply from top three minable coins
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XLM

23.73%

XRP

4.27%

BTC

3.30%

Underlying

Spot ($)

Block reward

Block time (s)

Monthly supply ($)

BTC

6600

12.5

600

$356,400,000

ONT

-62.79%

ETH

230

3.4

15

$144,781,044

OMG

-56.89%

BCH

525

12.5

600

$28,350,000

ETH

-50.48%

Source: BitInfoCharts

Top 20 worst performers

Source: CoinMarketCap
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Finally towards a bitcoin ETF?
●

Bitcoin price rallied 30% at the start of July to trade above $8,000
on renewed ETF prospects.

●

The SEC is still particularly concerned over price manipulation and
tempered investors’ enthusiasm.

●

The SEC hard deadline for the CBOE ETF approval is on the 27th of
February 2019.

●

Bitcoin price action is exhibiting investor fatigue regarding the
institutional inflow narrative: Bakkt, ErisX or the prospect of an
ether future did not lift the market.
Source: Google Trends

9th of July:
CBOE files ETF
application

7th of August: SEC
delays CBOE bitcoin
ETF decision

26th of July:
Winklevoss’s ETF
denied by SEC
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Source: CoinMarketCap

21st of September: SEC delays
bitcoin ETF again

22nd of August: SEC rejects 9
bitcoin ETF proposals
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Ether - main casualty of the ICO complex implosion
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●

ICO activity significantly slowed down in Q3 with no major deal offsetting the structural downturn
(Telegram: $1.7bln in March, EOS: $4.2bln in June).

●

Ether which exhibits high price correlation to the amount of ETH raised by ICO projects sold off 50% in
Q3, down 86% from the January high.

●

ICO projects most likely amplified the sell off by liquidating their holdings. BitMEX research estimates
ICO teams still hold 25% of the total 15.1mln ETH raised.

●

With Constantinople, the Ethereum community agreed mid-September to reduce the block reward by
one third which contributed to stabilize its price.

Source: CoinApi

Source: TokenData

*EOS ICO amount has been split across 12mths
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Bitcoin mining difficulty relentlessly increases despite the
bear market
●

Countercyclical investments from bitcoin miners most likely
make the activity unprofitable for most of them.

●

Assuming average cost of electricity of 0.05$/kWh and
200mln kWh spent daily to power the Bitcoin blockchain
(source: digiconomist), the average breakeven without
hardware cost for the industry is approx. $5,000 per BTC.

●

Led by Bitmain, large miners are looking to strengthen their
financial ammunition to dominate this increasingly capital
intensive business.

●

Smaller players are most likely getting forced out.
Source: Blockchain.com

Cryptocurrency Mining IPOs
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Company

Industry

Status

Stock Exchange

Valuation

Bitmain

Mining, Hardware

Filing currently

HKEX

$14bln

Canaan

Mining, Hardware

Filed (May 2018)

HKEX

$3bln

Ebang

Mining, Hardware

Filed (June 2018)

HKEX

$1bln

Argo Blockchain

Cloud Mining Service

Listed

LSE

$6mln

Source: Diar.co
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Part 2 - A look at the crypto derivatives market
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The paper market is overtaking the physical market
The bear market saw crypto exchanges offering derivatives gain a large market share at the expense of physical
exchanges since the Dec 2017 highs.

Why?
Derivatives allow investors to
express more sophisticated
views (shorting).

Derivatives exchanges are easier
to run from an operational
perspective, resulting in an
improved user experience.

Sources: TradingView, BitMex

The XBTUSD Perpetual Swap on Bitmex has become the most-traded instrument in cryptos.
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Bitmex XBTUSD Funding: now a clear indicator of market
positioning

Client RFQ

XBTUSDBTC basis

Market-maker

Market-maker

Funding
BitMex decreases
funding

Hedging, using
BitMex liquidity

Sell order

Client RFQ

BitMex increases
funding

Hedging, using
BitMex liquidity

Buy order

XBTUSDBTC basis

Funding

A very simple contrarian strategy (100% short when XBTUSD daily funding > 0.10% until it turns to < -0.10%, 100% long
when < -0.10% until it turns to > 0.10%) would have returned ~ +100% in Q2-Q3 2018!
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Current BitMex funding trends

Funding currently indicates
NEUTRAL BTC positioning

Source: sk3w.co

Source: sk3w.co

Source: sk3w.co

Source: sk3w.co

Funding currently indicates LONG
ETH positioning
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A quick look at the Delta1 Derivatives Market in cryptos
●

7 Exchanges offer Delta 1 derivatives

●

Two types of contracts:
Futures: Fixed expiry, “arbitrageable”
Source: sk3w.co

Perpetual Swaps: No expiry, not arbitrageable
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●

Total Open Interest ~ $1.7bn

●

“Cash” settlement:
○

Fiat/Crypto: standard cash settlement

○

Crypto/Crypto: $ value of the position is
calculated but payment is made in BTC!
Source: sk3w.co
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The state of the Bitcoin options market

●

3 platforms offer options on Bitcoin, but only one is relatively liquid: Deribit

Source: Deribit, LedgerX, Bitmex

●

Deribit:
Premium is paid in BTC
Collateral is in BTC

“Involuntary” delta-hedging
“Involuntary” delta-hedging + collateral management more difficult
Traditional markets:

Payoff is paid in BTC

Breakevens can be misleading
Deribit markets:
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Embedded convexity in the payoff profile
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Embedded deltas & convexity
●

The short delta embedded in the option premium spent makes breakeven profiles quite different from “regular”
options: here the spot needs to rally ~4.6% higher than what a basic calculation would give for the payoff to exceed
the initial premium spent (in BTC terms)!

Source: Deribit

●

As the payoff is delivered in Bitcoins, there seems to be a negative convexity for long call positions (positive for puts):
on calls, the higher the final spot level, the fewer Bitcoins the call buyer eventually receives.

This convexity actually
disappears when one inverts
the payoff function, treating
these calls on BTCUSD as puts
on USDBTC!
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Realized volatility heading towards the historical lows
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●

Volatility peaked with the market last December. Bitcoin was moving on average 8% a day at the time!

●

Volatility has gradually decreased since the start of the year. The trend accelerated recently as bitcoin
stabilized in the $6,000-7,000 range. It currently moves on average 1.4% daily, a record low level not seen
since 2016.

●

This low volatility period is not welcome at a time where nearly 50 stable coin projects - with a combined
funding of $350mln - are in pre-launch phase in response to last year’s frenzy.

●

The picture is not the same for all cryptocurrencies with ether being especially volatile and moving on
average 3.5% “more” than bitcoin each day.

Source: sk3w.co

Source: sk3w.co
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Implied vol is following suit but still trading at a premium
●

At-the-money three months implied volatility is marked at 55 vol, pricing in a 2.9% daily spot move for BTCUSD. It
is its lowest level in the last 18 months.

●

However, there might still be some room to decrease further as implied vol trades at a 20 points premium to
current bitcoin realized volatility.

●

The sell-off in vol market accelerated in September with the price of calls decreasing by more than 50% despite
the absence of a notable drop in spot.

●

Investors’ expectations are quickly resetting with the ratio of calls to puts traded decreasing to 1 and more than
half of options trading coming from selling interests currently.

●

Historically, the options market has been dominated by call buyers as sentiment remained stubbornly bullish.
Premium of Mar19 10k Call in BTC over the last month
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Source: Deribit

Source: sk3w.co
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The bitcoin vol curve has normalized
●

The bitcoin term structure is upward-sloping reflecting the absence of market stress. There isn’t any event priced in.

●

The absence of a strategy screen and conservative collateral rules are preventing the curve from being more
sophisticated.

●

The skew is relatively flat across maturities which is a function of constant buying flows from speculators and bitcoin
being historically more volatile on the upside.

●

Should bitcoin options market become more established, the skew will steepen significantly as bitcoin miners step in to
sell calls and become the primary source of flows, something already seen in commodity markets such as oil and gold.

Term structure (IV vs maturities for 7000 strike)
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Source: sk3w.co
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A look at correlation - unhealthy market internals
●

Correlation of returns between BTC and ETH spiked in
2018 and spent most of the year above 75%.

●

Both assets were relatively uncorrelated during the
previous two years when the market rallied strongly.

●

Risk assets correlation usually spikes during market
downturns. There is no sign yet of a correlation inflection.

●

Bitcoin is the most correlated with other mineable
cryptocurrencies.

Source: sk3w.co
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Source: sk3w.co

Part 3: About skew.
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About skew.
⇒ Lack of tailor-made hedging and investment products are preventing the cryptocurrency economy from growing.
⇒ Derivatives, options in particular, are the proven solution. Options are virtually non-existent in cryptos.
⇒ Founded by two derivatives traders in London, skew. aims to become the crypto derivatives power house.
⇒ Our strategy

Build Awareness
Develop the leading source of data
and analytics for cryptocurrency
derivatives: www.sk3w.co

Q4 2018

2019

Taking on Wall Street
Become the structured
products powerhouse

2020
Build the options market
Create the leading exchange for cryptocurrency
options
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Disclaimer
This presentation is a property of Skew Ltd and is intended for informational purposes only. The views expressed
herein are not and should not be construed as legal or investment advice or recommendations. Investors should do
their own due diligence, with consideration given to their specific financial circumstances, investment objectives, and
risk tolerance before investing. The individuals contributing to this presentation have positions in some or all of the
assets discussed. This presentation is neither an offer, nor the solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any of the assets
mentioned herein.

Contacts
E-mail: contact@sk3w.co
Website: www.sk3w.co
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